
When one door closes

another door opens.
But we so often look so long and so regretfully  
  upon the closed door, that we do not

Alexander Graham Bell 
1847-1922, inventor of the telephone

see the ones which open.





mockup

defintionyes!



mockup

defintion
targeted models to realistically resolve  
fundamental issues and risks associated with a concept



mockup

red A writing coach

risks



mockup

pink A spinal  rescue



mockup timeall



mockup

purple B tree rot

value



mockup

silver A bend bed

specs



mockup

blue A brake system
visualization



mockup

silver B locate lamp

honest



reviewer scores

24 instructors and mentors, 2 hours of discussion



reviewer scores

These data represent a quick group impression ?? instructors and mentors, 1.5 hours of discussion



reviewer scores

Reflect on what worked and possibly whyThese data represent a quick group impression 



reviewer scores

A low number can mean well done!Reflect on what worked and possibly why



reviewer scores

There are lots of different impressions for a variety of reasonsA low number can mean well done!



this.
reviewer scores



is.



not.



a.



grade!



ranking

this is not a grade!



Processmockup phase



Process Sunday 5 PM

Sunday 



Processmockup phase

Lab 



Process Next week

Lab 













FNAP
Facts. Not assertions. Please!

the action of stating 
something or 

exercising authority 
confidently and 

forcefully.

YES



YES

FNAP



G’DAY
give. decide. accept. yo-wup!give decide. accept. yo-wup!



give
give. decide. accept. yo-wup!



mygive
give. decide. accept. yo-wup!



my



your
my



FNAP



FNAP



give
give. decide. accept. yo-wup!decide

give



give. decide. accept. yo-wup!give
decide











give. decide. accept. yo-wup!
decide

accept



give. decide. accept. yo-wup!give
accept
decide



give. decide. accept. yo-wup!give
accept
decide





give. decide. accept. yo-wup!
accept

yo-wup!



give. decide. accept. yo-wup!give
yo-wup!
decide accept







yo-wup!

hey. . .

yo
yo



yo-

hey. . .

yo

wup!

yo



G’DAY
give. decide. accept. yo-wup!give decide. accept. yo-wup!



G’DAY
give. decide. accept. yo-wup!give decide. accept. yo-wup!











THE FOLLOWING SKIT HAS BEEN
APPROVED

FOR APPROPRIATE AUDIENCES

GENTLE CRITIQUEG
RATED









a code of behavior or conduct justified 
according to a reasoned value system



principle
a fundamental truth.  
the foundation for a system of behavior 

a code of behavior or conduct justified 



canon
a criterion by which something is judged 

principle



Integrity.  
we will represent the product accurately 
especially when considering results and risks

canon



Work. 
if we cannot fulfill responsibilities, we will 
communicate clearly and early to our task force

Integrity.  
we will represent the product accurately 
especially when considering results and risks



Communication. 
we will give and seek constructive feedback from 
each other, challenging or endorsing ideas, not 
people



Communication. 



a code of behavior or conduct justified 

submit draft team code 
by midnight Sunday  



submit draft team code 
by midnight Sunday  

receive feedback on 
code by noon Monday 

 submit final code by 
noon Tuesday 

codes will be mounted 
and posted in 

conference rooms



ProcessMonday midnight

Monday Sunday 



ProcessMonday midnight

Monday Sunday 



Process Next week

Monday Lab 



009 staff code
do my part

be kind

provide opportunities

create a meaningful, joyful, challenging experience while 
keeping all involved safe

support, respect, and celebrate all students in their efforts

open doors to new paths of exploration and growth

walk-the-walk
commit fully, teaching by exampleHELLO




